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ABSTRACT 

 

The symbol ⟨ə⟩ in the International Phonetic Alphabet 

was given the special name "Schwa". In fact, 

phoneticians use this term to denote two different 

meanings: A precise and specific physiological 

definition - "a mid-central vowel" - or a variable 

reduced non-defined centralized vowel.  

The word "schwa" was borrowed from the Hebrew 

grammar vocabulary, and has been in use since the 

10
th
 century. The Tiberian Masorah scholars added, 

already in the late first millennium CE, various 

diacritics to the Hebrew letters, to denote vowel signs 

and cantillation (musical marks). Practically, we can 

consider them as phoneticians who invented a writing 

system to represent pronunciation. They used the term 

ָוא   and graphically marked it with a special [ʃwa] שְׁ

sign (two vertical dots beneath a letter [  ְׁ  ]). 
The linguistic schwa ə and the Hebrew schwa 

share a few characteristics, but they are actually 

distinct. The common name causes misunderstandings 

and mistakes.  

 

Keywords: History of schwa; Hebrew; Phonetic 

Universals; Phonology-Phonetics. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The symbol ⟨ə⟩, a rotated lowercase letter e in the 

International Phonetic Alphabet, was given the special 

name "Schwa" (or "Shwa"). In fact phoneticians use 

this term to denote two meanings: 

1. On the one hand, this IPA schwa has a precise and 

specific physiological definition: "a mid central 

vowel". Acoustically the formants for a schwa as 

spoken by an adult male, whose vocal tract is 17.5 

centimetres long, are: F1 at 500 Hz, F2 at 1500Hz, 

and F3 at 2500 Hz. People whose vocal tracts are 

longer or shorter than 17.5 cm will have different 

frequencies for these formants, but the pattern of 

1x-3x-5x will be the same (e.g. [8, 16, 3]). 

2. On the other hand, practically, phoneticians use the 

same term "schwa" and its sign [ə] to describe also 

a variable reduced non-defined centralized vowel. 

Various acoustic and articulatory measurements 

have proven that schwa vowels are very variable in 

quality and can occupy almost any position in the 

vowel space (e.g. [1, 5, 3, 18]). 

We will refer here to those two kinds of schwa as  

"the linguistic schwa", to distinguish them from what 

we call " the Hebrew schwa".  

  

2. HISTORY OF THE "SCHWA" 

The word "schwa" was borrowed from the vocabulary 

of the Hebrew grammar, which has been in use since 

the 10
th
 century. The Tiberian Masorah scholars 

added various diacritics to the Hebrew letters to 

denote vowel signs and cantillation (musical marks). 

Actually, we can consider these scholars as 

phoneticians who invented a writing system to 

represent their Hebrew pronunciation. Already in the 

10
th
 century the Tiberian grammarians used this 

Hebrew term ָוא  pronounced [ʃva] in Modern) שְׁ

Hebrew), and graphically marked it by two vertical 

dots beneath a letter [ ְׁ ], as underneath the first letter 

of this Hebrew term ְְָׁׁואש .  

The Masorah scholars were very economical in 

using signs, and did not refrain from using the same 

sign for different purposes. In order to make sure that 

the meaning of a sign will be clear and lead to a 

precise pronunciation, they described the phonetic 

values of these signs in their numerous medieval 

manuscripts. (Description of several of the Tiberian 

Massorah publications can be found in various 

encyclopaedias. A short Introduction to the Massorah 

see [7].) If we follow their descriptions we will never 

confuse the pronunciation of one sound with another 

sound although they have the same sign. E.g. The 

Hebrew sign for schwa [ ְׁ ] has two meanings: The 

mobile schwa and the silent (quiescent) schwa:  

1. The silent schwa is always at the end of a 

syllable, and it indicates a zero vowel sound. 

2. The mobile schwa is always at the beginning of a 

syllable, and the sign only indicates shortness. 

All other Tiberian vowel signs mark vowel 

qualities, but the mobile schwa by itself does not 

indicate the quality of a specific vowel; it only 

indicates that the vowel is short. As for the 

quality of this schwa, it is susceptible to its 

neighbours, and can be one of the 7 vowel 

qualities of the Tiberian vowel system. In their 

numerous publications the Tiberian scholars give 

precise rules for the pronunciation of the schwa. I 

summarized these rules in table 1: 
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Table 1: The Tiberian rules for the pronunciation 

of the mobile schwa 

A. The quality of a schwa under a letter 

preceding a guttural letter imitates its vowel, 

but is pronounced short. Examples: 

1. In a word like ְוִאם [wĭˈʔim] ('and if') - the 

schwa is a short /ĭ/; 

2. In a word like  the schwa - ('well') [bĕˈʔer] ְבֵאר 

is a short /ĕ/; 

3. In a word like ְבֶאֶרץ [bɛ̆ˈʔɛrɛsʼ] ('in a land') - 

the schwa is a short /ɛ̆/; 

4. In a word like ְוַחג [wăˈħag] ('and a holiday') 

the schwa is a short /ă/; 

5. In a word like  the ('in a nation') [bɔ̆ˈʕɔm]  ָעםבְְּ

schwa is a short /ɔ̆/; 

6. In a word like  the ('abyss') [tŏˈhom] ְתהֹום 

schwa is a short /ŏ/; 

7. In a word like  ('you should know') [dŭˈʕu] ְּדעּו 

the schwa is a short /ŭ/. 

B. The schwa under a letter preceding a 

consonantal "yodh", /j/, is pronounced a short 

/ĭ/, as in ְבָיֵדְך [bĭjaˈdeχ] ('in your (fem.) hand'). 

C. In all other cases the mobile schwa is realized 

[ă[, as in ְבֵנה [băˈne] ('you (mas.) build!'). 

(These rules are according to the Tiberian Massorah 

publications and are repeated in Hebrew grammar 

publications of the 10-14
th
 centuries (e.g. [9, 12, 13]). 

  
It is worthwhile mentioning that these Tiberian 

rules are meticulously kept to these days in prayers 

and in the reciting of the Hebrew Bible by all the 

Jewish Yemenite communities [12, 13]. However, in 

Modern Hebrew, the historical mobile schwa is 

realized either as the phoneme /e/ or as zero (complete 

absence of a vowel).  

 

3. SHORTNESS IS PHONEMIC IN TIBERIAN 

HEBREW 

The quality of the Tiberian mobile schwa is 

contextually variable, and it assimilates with its 

segmental context. It is a short vowel that lacks a 

well-defined target, and therefore it co-articulates with  

the surrounding segments and naturally it tends to 

gravitate towards the centre of the vowel space. In the 

corpus of the Tiberian Bible we can find minimal 

pairs, like the ones shown in table 2, of short vowels 

contrasting regular ones, as well as of short vowels 

contrasting with each other.  

Table 2a: Short vowels contrasting regular ones  

  ְבֵאר /bĕˈer/  

('well') 

 /beˈer/ ֵבֵארְּ ~

 ('explained') 

  ְָּםְלע /l̍ ʕɔm/ 

('to a nation') 

  /lɔˈʕɔm/ ָלָעם ~

('to the nation') 

  ְִּמי d̍/ ּדֳּ mi/  

('be silent') 

יָדִמְּ ~  /dɔˈmi/  

('my blood') 

  ְִּרי sʼ̍/ צֳּ ri/  

('medicine') 

  /sʼɔˈri/ ָצִרי ~

('my enemy') 

  ְְִּּני עֳּ /ʕ̍ ni/  

('misery') 

~ ָעִניְְּּ / ʕɔˈni/  ('you (f.) 

answer!') 

   Table 2b: Short vowels that contrast each other 

  ְְֲּּאִני /ʕă'ni/  

('I, myself') 

ִניְְּּ ~ אֳּ /ʕ'ni/  

('fleet')   

  ְְֲּּענּו  /ʕă'nu/  

('you (p.) answer!') 

~ְֱּענּוְּ /ʕĕ'nu/  

('you (p.) sing!) 

  ְֲּעִלי/ʕă'li/  

('you (f.) go up!') 

ֱעִליְְּּ ~ /ʕĕ'li/  

('pestle')   

  ְְּּדִמי/dă'mi/  

('I, myself') 

ִמי ~   /d'mi/ דֳּ

('you (f.) be silent!) 

  ְְֲִּּליח  /ħă'li/ 

('ornament') 

ִלי ~   /ħ'li/חֳּ
('illness') 

 

We cannot agree with the saying "vocalic schwa is 

pronounced in reading traditions as an allophone of 

zero" (e.g. [20]). It is true that contrasts like the ones 

shown in Table 2 are not as common as contrasts 

between regular vowels, but, as we say, "once a 

phoneme - always a phoneme"; therefore shortness is 

phonemic in Tiberian Hebrew. To conclude, Tiberian 

Hebrew had 7 qualities of regular vowels and 7 

qualities of short ones, as shown in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1: The double vowel system of the 

Tiberian Hebrew  

 

4. INTRODUCING THE HEBREW TERM 

SCHWA INTO EUROPEAN LINGUISTICS 
 

In the late 19
th
 century the Hebrew term schwa was 

introduced into European linguistics by the German 

philologist Eduard Sievers. Sievers used this term for 

“the neutral vowel” in his descriptions, and this is the 

reason why we use until today the German spelling, 

"schwa" [10]. 

The symbol ⟨ə⟩ was used first by Johann Andreas 

Schmeller for the reduced vowel in his 1821 grammar 

of Bavarian German. He described specific properties 

of a particular dialect and needed a way to represent 

actual pronunciations; therefore he offered the ⟨ə⟩ 
symbol. 

The phonetician Alexander John Ellis, in his 

phonetic alphabet (the palæotype alphabet), used ⟨ə⟩ 
for the similar English sound, and from there it found 

its way to the IPA charts 

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schwa; 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_John_Ellis;  

dictionary.com)  

Before people started referring to ⟨ə⟩ as “schwa” 

in English (around 1895), it had many designations: 

The murmur vowel, the indeterminate vowel, the 

neutral vowel, the obscure vowel, and the natural 

vowel (Okrent, 20). 

5. COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE TIBERIAN 

MOBILE SCHWA AND THE LINGUISTIC 

SCHWA 

The Hebrew schwa and the linguistic schwa share a 

common name, but in some ways they are different 

and in some ways they share phonetic similarities:  

 The Hebrew and the linguistic Schwas are 

commonly restricted to unstressed syllables. 

Historically they are the outcome of neutralization of 

vowel qualities or of epenthetic vowels inserted to 

break up consonant clusters. 

 The Tiberian schwa has seven different vowel 

qualities as described in Table 1, and they represent 

several phonemes, as can be seen in Table 2a&b. In 

contrast, the linguistic schwa is more centralized and 

usually does not represent more than one phoneme.  

6. MISTAKES CAUSED BY THE USE OF THE 

COMMON "SCHWA" NAME 

 Quite a few scholars were misled by the common 

name and mixed the Tiberian mobile schwa with 

the linguistic one: They wrongly transliterated the 

mobile schwa as "ə" (E.g. [11, 2, 17; 19]). As we 

have seen, the Tiberian scholars themselves declare 

that the quality of the Tiberian schwa is similar to 

one of their 7 vowels system.  

 Sometimes the grammatical Modern Hebrew 

mobile schwa is also transliterated as [ə]. This too 

is a mistake, because the historical mobile schwa 

merged in Modern Hebrew with /e/ which is 

usually pronounced [e] or as zero, not as [ə]! The 

Academy of the Hebrew Language's transliteration 

guidelines specify that the mobile schwa should be 

transliterated only if pronounced in Modern 

Hebrew, in which case "e" should be used for 

general purposes and "ĕ" for precise transliteration 

(Hebrew Language Academy, 2006: 4). Again, in 

Modern Hebrew the use of the symbol "ə" is 

misleading, because the phoneme /ə/ does not exist 

in Modern Hebrew.  

 Chayen even claimed that the mobile schwa is a 

separate phoneme in Modern Hebrew (see [4]). He 

believed that the Modern Hebrew vowel system has 

6 vowel phonemes. This is an error, because, as 

mentioned above, the historical mobile schwa 

merged in Modern Hebrew with /e/, and is usually 

realised as [e] or as zero. It has never been realised 

as [ə], neither in the Tiberian vocalization nor in 

Modern Hebrew (see also [12]). 
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